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President’s Column - Ed Pretty
Well here we are in the middle of summer and darned if a newsletter
doesn’t pop up in the email. Michelle is doing a great job of publishing the
newsletter in general and obviously thinking about what positive changes
she can make. This is one of them. Here’s hoping that this will remind you
to keep that brain in the turning groove (pun intended). ☺
I am writing this column in the comfort of my own office at home in
Langley in May, but as this arrives on your desktop my wife, Arlene, and I
are on our bikes probably somewhere near North Carolina or Virginia. I do
a fair bit of writing while on the road but its all motorcycle travel oriented,
hence the proactive writing of this column. The AAW symposium will now
be past history and we’re hot on the trail of whatever adventures the road
will bring to us.
I can tell you from past travels in the south east that the wood here is
fantastic and it’s tough to go by piles of firewood that are full of red oak,
white oak, black walnut, sycamore, ash and other woods that practically
make me salivate. Interestingly enough, they salivate over our very own
figured big leaf maple. This only goes to prove my belief that wood only
becomes exotic when it is away from home. I have the addresses of a
couple of turners in the area that I have gleaned from WoW (World of
Woodturners), the website that I mentioned last month so will gloat about
all the figured maple we have .
From the southeast of the US we are heading north via whatever route
appeals but I am hoping we get to Philadelphia to visit the Center for Art
in Wood, formerly The Wood Turning Center. We hope to also revisit other
areas of New England that we enjoyed on a previous ride in 2008. We will
eventually revisit the Maritimes where we will visit friends from a previous
ride, relatives and yet another fellow “Wowie” in Nova Scotia that I have
only communicated with via email.
I’m hoping that you are all having a great summer, enjoying your
favourite beverage in the shade of a tree somewhere and conjuring up the
next great project that will surely wow the rest of us in the Instant Gallery.
And don’t forget that “Kitchen” thing.
Cheers. Catch you in September.

Sept’s President’s Challenge is
“Kitchen”

NEXT MEETING

Wednesday, Sept 26th, 2012 - 6:30 pm
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall
318 Keary St., New Westminster
Main Event:
Finishing Part Two
New Members Forum:
How to get the most out of being a member of the
GVWG.
Tech Talk Table:
Bruce Campbell will host a forum for your
technical questions.
Focus on Form and Finish:
Larry Steveson will moderate a critique of your
pieces.
Focus on Fundementals:
Sept Food Suppliers:
Michelle Gendron, Tony Gil, Michael Gosnell,
Merv Graham, Ron Hader
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Hand Sharpening Bandsaw Blades
Bruce Campbell

I am not sure if it is my frugal (OK, cheap) nature, the rising cost of gasoline, or the 45 minute round trip
to my nearest tool supplier but I found myself wondering if I could sharpen my bandsaw blade rather then
fetching a new one. I discovered that it is reasonably quick to turn a dull (dangerous) blade back into a
sharp one completely free-hand.
I used my rotary tool (Dremel) and a chainsaw sharpening burr from Lee Valley Tools. Taking a lesson
from sharpening a chainsaw I reasoned that I only needed to sharpen the tip of each tooth (Fig 1) and I
guessed it would be best to grind at 90° to each tooth. That meant that I held the burr perpendicular to the
blade for the rackers and about 15° degrees off perpendicular for the offset teeth (Fig 2).
Fig 1

Fig 2

Sharpen here

Left

Racker

Right

I expected a pattern to the offsets and the first blade I sharpened was simple – right/left/racker. However,
the next one surprised me. It was right/right/left/left/racker and now I guess there are other patterns out
there as well. Regardless, once you see the pattern it only takes a few seconds to get into the right rhythm.
It takes me about 10 minutes to sharpen a 103” x 3 TPI blade (310 teeth) and the results are quite dramatic.
Instead of fighting and pushing the wood the blade cuts through like butter.
Try it. Save time, money, gas, and perhaps a finger.

Look Who is Coming to Demonstrate
Peter McLaren

Merryll Saylan was originally scheduled to be
here in May 2011, but unfortunately a family illness
required her to cancel that trip. Now, fortunately
we are back on her schedule for a presentation
and hands on class on October 27 & 28, so clear
your calendar, get out your cheque book and look
back to Steve Hansen’s write-up in the April 2011
newsletter for a well written background on one of
the grand masters of wood art. http://www.gvwg.ca/
docs/Newsletter2011/April2011.pdf
More details will be available in the Sept.
Newsletter as to what Merrylll will cover in her
demo. However, you may have some influence in

whether your preference is more colour (including
milk paint) and form OR would you prefer more time
be spent on texture techniques.
Send me a quick vote and I will pass the results
along to Merryll while she has time to organize her
materials etc. email me at mclaren47@shaw.ca
While at the AAW conference in San Jose Art
tells me he was busy lining up several top artists
to bring to the Guild over the next couple years, so
stay tuned for more information over the next couple
months.
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Masking with “The Frog”
Ed Pretty

I’m not sure how many of you have turned pieces
then finished them with a painted or dyed feature
while the rest of the piece remains natural. It can be
a bit of a pain to get it “just right”. If you are adept
at painting freehand, you are in luck. For the rest
of us, challenges abound. Typically it is desirable
to bracket the feature with some type of turned
element – say, a bead or a groove. Delineating
between the two can be a problem if a sharp line is
what you are after – and that is usually the case.

preventing dye from spreading beyond the line. This
is not a bad solution for dyes and adds a feature line
to boot. Masking seems to be a non-starter, because
most finishes will leak under the tape, especially
if it overlaps, which is unavoidable on compound
curves. But wait… recently I purchased some “Frog
Tape”. Touted as the wonder tape of the masking
world I thought I would give it a try. Formulated to
work with water-based products, its adhesive reacts
with water to create a solid barrier at the interface
between the two. Damned if that doesn’t work!

Note the fine V cut between the bead and the
colour.
There are a couple of solutions. Take, for instance,
a platter with a decorated rim. It is possible to finish
turn the area to be painted but leave the turned
element unfinished. Paint, dye or other can be
applied then finish turn the bead or groove leaving
a crisp edge. This is fine except for the drying time
that keeps your lathe tied up while that happens,
which can mean days in the case of multiple coats,
but if you’re like me, you usually also want to get
on with things. Not only that but the piece probably
warps to a small degree in the meantime causing
runout in the finish cut as in the example here.
Another option is to finish turn the whole thing then
mask the bead/groove before applying the colour.
Typically there is leaking along the mask creating
the need to re-turn that area slightly. Anyone
who has remounted a piece after a day or more
knows that things aren’t running in the same plane
anymore and runout occurs in this instance as well,
leaving an uneven cut at the edge. Sometimes you
can get it close and sometimes, well…

Look closely to see the paint bleed on the right
edge.

Treating problems rather then symptoms is always
a good practice. In this case, painting a clean line on
a curved surface with a very long circumference can
be very difficult and time consuming. In the case of
spraying, masking is required. In the case of dyes,
burning a line in a groove cauterizes the wood fibers

Rough edge on the right caused by bleeding
under the tape.

The example here shows a clean edge on the left
of the red paint (Frog Tape) and a rough edge on
the right (regular masking tape). The blue colour
is water-based dye with Frog Tape on both sides.
Applied sparingly, the tape provided a barrier on the
left of the blue. Applied copiously it bled through the
wood under the tape on the right. Clearly it works
with dyes as long is it is applied sparingly rather
than flooding the piece.

On to the next problem. Typically as turners
we are working with compound curves; areas
that curve in more than one plane. Relatively
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wide tape will only bend in one plane or on very,
very mild compound curves, hence we use short
pieces, overlapping them to get our circle. The
colour medium leaks under that lap no matter how
good the tape is. The tape bends over compound
curves to a relative degree; the width of the tape
determining the severity of the curve
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Applying the narrower tape accurately in one
long strip without overlaps is very easy. Since it’s
probably not wide enough – especially if spraying
– it’s a simple matter to then use short, wide pieces
overlapping themselves to complete the job.
Overlaps further away from the interface edge are
not a consequence, even for spraying.
I experimented with a crackle-faced platter using
a base colour, a crackle medium, a top colour and
finally a seal coat. That’s quite a pile of paint but
it worked perfectly. The only issue I had was the
thickness of paint bonding the finish to the tape.
It was a simple matter to cut the finish at the tape
edge with a sharp knife to separate the two. When
removed, the line was as crisp as would ever have
wanted.

Note the mandrel and the revolving tailstock
backing
Since the narrower the tape, the more radically it
can form to compound curves, it would seem that a
narrow tape is the answer – but they only sell it in
3/4″ width at the narrowest. I have found that tape
1/8″-3/16″ wide works on just about any compound
curve I can throw at it. The solution; cut the tape to
that width. Not long ago I came up with a method
of accurately cutting tape into narrower widths with
ease. By turning a mandrel in a chuck to hold the
roll then backing it with a broad revolving center
on the tail stock to hold it true, the cut can be made
very easily with a skew. It isn’t necessary to cut the
whole roll, only enough to get the job done. The
remaining tape on the other side of the cut is still
suitable for other masking. If more is needed it’s a
simple matter to cut more.

Note the clean edge of the narrow tape compared
the overlapping wider tape

Clean lines left by Frog tape after four layers of
paint.
Remember that this tape works only with water
based mediums. If using lacquers or oil based
paints, the issue of leaking under the tape is still
there but by using narrow tape to conform to the
curve, at least the voids created by overlapping the
tape are eliminated.
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FOF Notes - Pen making with Bill Fowle
1. Equipment needed: pen hardware kit for the
model of your choice (e.g. Lee Valley Slimline RT).
Also needed are a pen mandrel (depends upon
lathe headstock taper, i.e. #1 or #2 Morse taper)
plus associated bushings, a brad point drill and
a barrel trimmer (these 4 items are pen choice
dependent), plus CA gap filling glue or Epoxy glue.
Optional items useful for large runs are a pen vice
and a pen assembly press.
2. Stock: Hardwood or acetate blank of the
appropriate size (see plans with kit).
3. Design: Although dictated by the size of the
hardware, there is some freedom, so that the bulk
of the diameter can be larger for larger hands – see
the web or catalogues for designs.
4. Layout: Distinguish clearly between the bottom
and top metal barrels of the kit and lay them on
the stock to envisage the grain/pattern you want.
Try to leave just enough clearance for sawing and
finishing between the bottom and top barrels blanks
so the grain matches (tip: label the bottom and top
blank blanks and put a registration mark across the
separation to aid with mounting).
5. Preparing the barrels: Cut out the bottom
and top barrel blanks. Use a pen vice or a similar
improvisation to assist in drilling holes through the
length of the segments to receive the metal barrels
(tip: drill from the separation ends to minimise grain
mismatch). Sand the metal barrels to provide more
grip for the glue and glue them in the segments (tip:
fold a slip of paper making a V, fill this with glue
and rotate the metal barrel in it and use a skewer to
spread glue in the hole). Use pen assembly tool, or
an engineers vice with soft jaws to ease the metal
barrel into the hole. Use the pen vice and a barrel
trimmer to flush the ends down to the metal of the
barrel, but no more than this.

6. Turning & finishing: Assemble the barrel blanks
in order with the bushings on the mandel as show in
the photo

(tip: tighten the assembly just enough so that that
blanks do not rotate during turning, but don’t
overtighten it or the mandrel will become distorted).
Insert into the headstock and draw up a live centre
in the tailstock to the dimple in the end face of the
mandrel. A roughing gouge, spindle gouge or skew
can be used to shape the barrels (tip: avoid
resharpening your tools by not trying to turn the
steel bushings). The objective is to reduce the
blanks to the diameters of the bushings, which are
in effect templates for the diameters of the
hardware. Sand the blanks to the finish required
(e.g. 1000 or 2000 grit) using the usual series of
grits and wiping it down with blue paper towel
between sandings to remove the coarser grit). Again
avoid the bushings, so that their diameter is not
eroded. Remove the final grit with a tack cloth. A
variety of finishes are possible directly on the lathe
(e.g. Shellawax, Crystal Coat, CA glue+boiled
linseed oil). For Shellawax 4-5 coats are good, with
the first coat at a lower speed.
7. Pen assembly: A pen assembly press is useful,
but a vice or squeeze clamp can be substituted.
Basically, follow the kit directions. For the Slimline,
first the tip is pressed into the bottom barrel. Then
the mechanism is pressed into the bottom barrel,
using small pushes and testing with the refill to get
the point protruding properly, but no more than this.
Next the decorative band is added and finally the
top is added. (note: with this type of pen, a decision
needs to be made as to whether to align the grain in
the open or closed positions of the pen).
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Oils and Oil finishes
Claudia Hayward

Oils are a common finish for wood and can be
classified in two categories, drying and non-drying.
Non-drying oils include vegetable oils, mineral oil
and raw linseed oil. They are not commonly used for
finishing since they can bleed out of the wood and in
certain circumstances, lead to bacteria growth in the
wood.
Drying oils include walnut oil, boiled linseed oil
(BLO) and tung oil. The molecular structure of these
oils changes over time and causes it to harden.
Walnut oil will dry but not quickly. Some walnut oil
(eg. Mike Mahoney’s oil) has been treated to speed
up drying. BLO is cheap and readily available. It is
raw linseed oil that has been heat treated to speed
the drying process. Some BLO may have metallic
driers added. Despite being treated, BLO still takes
a fair amount of time to dry. Over time BLO will
darken the wood considerably.
Tung oil is the best and most expensive of the
drying oils . It is available in two forms, natural and
polymerized. Natural tung oil is quite thick and takes
a long time to dry. Several coats are necessary
with a drying time of several days between coats.
Ultimately it will build to a matte sheen. It is
extremely durable. Polymerized tung oil has been
heat treated to speed drying and may have thinners
added. This results in a quicker drying time and a
finish that can be anywhere from a matte to high
lustre.
A variety of oil finishes are commercially available.
These are a combination of oil, varnish and
thinners. All are food safe once cured. They need
to be applied in multiple thin coats and will result in
various degrees of lustre.

multiple coats they will result in a high lustre. Three
of the most common are:
Watco Butcher Block. Available at Rona.
Consistency is thick and has some odour. Very short
shelf life
Behlens Salad Bowl Finish. Available at Island
Woodcraft. Expensive and also has a very short
shelf life.
General Salad Bowl finish. Available from
Woodchuckers or from Woodcraft, Rockler or Craft
Supplies. Reasonable shelf life. Thin enough that
the first couple of coats will soak into the wood.
Durable.
If you get creative you can blend your own finish.
Tung oil or BLO can be used, although tung oil gives
a better result. Varnish is spar varnish (small cans
available at Canadian Tire) and thinner is mineral
spirits. Turpentine was suggested but it really smells
for a long time so I recommend low odour mineral
spirits.
For maintenance purposes and a pleasant scent,
Claphams Salad Bowl finish is nice. You can make
your own by melting 5 parts of mineral oil and 1-2
parts of beeswax in a can in a hot water bath.
Add beeswax or mineral oil till you get the desired
consistency. It is not a very durable finish.
When working with oils and oil finishes there are
safety concerns. Always use gloves. All drying oils
are subject to spontaneous combustion and rags or
steel wool should be disposed of carefully. Place in
a can that has a tight fitting lid. Always work in a well
ventilated space and follow the directions on the
back of the container.

Watco oil has been around for many years and
has gone through various manufacturers and
formulas. It has good shelf life and some odour
when freshly applied which will disappear over a
short period. It is linseed oil based.

To extend the shelf life of your oil, store in a glass
container with a narrow neck and fill to the top. Soy
sauce bottles work great. Don’t use plastic bottles.

Waterlox is not readily available in Canada but is
a quality product. It has a very short shelf life and is
a tung oil base.

Watco www.rustoleum.com
Waterlox www.waterlox.com
Tried and True www.triedandtruewoodfinish.com
Behlens www.islandwoodcraft.ca
General www.generalfinishes.com
www.leevalley.com
www.finewoodworking.com techniques – finishing
www.woodcentral.com/turning articles-russ’s corner
Canadian Woodworking “Home Improvement” June/
July 2012 specifically on tung oil

Tried and True products are available from Lee
Valley and are linseed oil based. They have been
heat treated to speed drying but contain no metallic
driers.
Salad bowl finishes are popular. All are durable
and are formulated to be used on food serving
surfaces. They are water resistant and durable. With

There’s lots of additional information on the web.
You might want to check out the following:
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Turning Site of the Month
Peter McLaren

Last meeting Larry introduced us to the first of
a series of 3 (or more?) presentations on finishing
techniques. It was a successful event which
included contributions from Bruce, Kees and
Claudia. So following on that theme, and perhaps to
build up for the 2nd in the series, this month I have
a few web sites that provide more reference material
on the subject of finishes and in particular, recipes to
make your own finish.
Once again, these links were submitted by
Dennis Houle, thank you Dennis. The first cluster
of links is to the home of the Bayou Woodturners
and the ubiquitous Capt Eddie Castelin http://
eddiecastelin.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/
shinejuice.54184110.pdf On this page Capt Eddie
shares the secret formula he learned from one of his
fellow members, O.B. Lacoste. It appears to be a
family formula for a finish similar to the HUT shellac
sealer that Kees almost demonstrated as being the
bees knees for small project like pens and tops that
are best finished on the lathe.
The next item, also compliments of ‘Capt Eddie’
is a variation of the formula, shared by Claudia for

her DIY formula of a well known salad bowl finish,
leaves out the bit of Carnauba wax that Claudia
mentioned is included in the other formula. This one
provides detailed instructions on the process. http://
eddiecastelin.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/
SandingWax.54184013.pdf
For those members who sat in on BV Campbell’s
Tech Talk always informative sessions, I had asked
the question about a jig for centering your work on a
vacuum chuck. So, a suggestion came forward from
Barry Wilkinson who submitted a site for the Don
Geiger device for re-centering work on a vacuum
chuck. Check it out. http://www.geigerssolutions.
com/recenter.html For me this is a partial solution,
so I will have to find my own better mouse trap for
squaring up and centering a piece when reversed
onto the vacuum chuck. As BVC pointed out, this
is only crucial when doing ultra thin pieces, - or
perhaps when doing those cube thingies as Larry
called then at one time.
I hope you all have a splendid summer and come
back in September with one new thing that you
discovered in your quiet time.
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A Sad Passing
Dell Valair

Chris Gorton got interested in woodturning and
came to a couple of meetings as a guest starting in
January, 2011. He joined the club and did a number
of Woodturning 101 classes with Gerry Vickers.
Starting last September, Chris borrowed my shop
one day a week to work on technique. He was very
excited about woodturning. He intended to take
classes with Bruce Campbell and to that end he
drove out to Chilliwack and watched Bruce do a
demonstration on sharpening. From the enthusiasm
he brought to the lathe and because of his steady,
skilled surgeon’s hands I thought he would become
a terrific turner. Then, in January, 2012 he didn’t feel
well enough to come out to my shop.......
From the Savary Island News
In the early morning hours of June 16, 2012 Dr.
Chris Gorton, surrounded by family, slipped quietly
away too soon at 63 years. Chris was diagnosed
with a nasty form of cancer two years ago. After
treatment he got a clean bill of health and hoped to
resume a normal life and spend time at his beloved
Savary home. He took up woodturning, he skied
Spanky’s bowl with his kids and he thought perhaps
he would get a bigger boat for Savary. He saw two
of his kids married, one on a beautiful October
weekend on Savary Island, where he welcomed all
guests to his “utopia”.
However, after a period of hospitalizations for
apparently unrelated conditions it was found on the
last day of May that the cancer had returned, in a
form for which modern medicine has no answer.
In accord with the way he lived Chris remained
cheerful, positive, witty and compassionate,
concerned for Pauline and the children, not for
himself.
Christopher George Gorton was an Englishman,
born in Austria on September 24, 1948. His
father was serving in the British Army, part of the
Occupying Forces following WWII. Chris and his
siblings led the peripatetic life common to the
children of Army officers, growing up in exotic
places in the fading days of the British Empire and
being educated in various schools overseas and
in England. He chose medicine and while taking
his training he met and fell in love with Pauline
Rickards, a classmate. They married and became
each other’s life partners in medicine and in family
life. Unhappy with their prospects in the National

Health Service as it was in l977 they thought they
would try their luck in Canada and an offer was
presented from Dawson Creek where, in l978 they
were enthusiastically welcomed in the Dawson
Creek Medical Clinic. In that small community of
12,000 the Gortons lived, practiced medicine and
raised their family, leaving only in 2010 due to Chris’
health. Chris became the ‘baby’ doctor, taking the
difficult cases. Chris and Pauline had very large
family practices. The Gortons are very popular
people in that small prairie town where people
appreciate the untold hours of dedicated service
which the Gortons gave over 33 years.
There are some things about Chris you have
to know. He was the most ‘full of life’ person you
could ever meet. He was optimistic, energetic,
charismatic, funny and kind. He told great stories,
often ending them with a droll understatement. He
was a fabulous father, adored by his children. He
and Pauline have always been the happiest couple.
Chris and Pauline raised Charlie, Jonathan, Jenny
and Joanna. The family took to Northern life with a
kind of exhausting athletic enthusiasm. The family
and their close friends Ray and Wendy Cox spent
summer weekends in the early years at Moberly
Lake, BC boating, swimming, hiking. In the winters
there was downhill and cross-country skiing, and the
place at Whistler. Ten years ago, after Jane and Dell
Valair piqued their interest over a simple supper,
Chris and Pauline discovered Savary Island. They
fell in love with the place after their first visit. They
bought land on the South Bank and built a home
to house the generations to come. They loved the
south-easterlies, saying it reminded them both of
sailing in storms in the English Channel. It is the
place they longed to get to, where they hosted their
friends, colleagues and family from all over the world
and where they expected to spend their retirement
years sitting on the deck overlooking South Beach,
watching the sunrise, tea in hand.
A life too short but well-lived, Chris. We will miss
you.
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President’s Challenge - A lost wood project

Marco Berera - Shoe-ing Off #2 - 7.5x4.25x3.5 in Maple
Dennis Houle - Bud
Vase - 3x6 in - Walnut
- WOP

Michael Gosnell
- Goblet - Black
Walnut - WOP

John Spitters - Bud Vase 8x7.5 - Figured Maple - WOP

Bill Cobb - Xmas Tree
Ornament - 1.75x2.5 in Jatoba

Marco Berera - Shoe-ing Off - 7.5x4.25x3.5 in - Maple

Keith Hudson - 3x3.5 in - Lexan - Wax
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Instant Gallery

Claudia Hayward - Bowl - 8x4 in - Maple
Home Made Salad Bowl Finish

Bill Cobb - Bowl - 7x4.5 in
Arbutus - Mineral Oil

Al Koehn - Hollow Form - 6x10 in
Maple Burl - WOP

Bill Cobb - Bowl - 8x6 in
Arbutus - Mineral Oil

Bill Cobb - Bowl - 6x2.5 in - Maple - Lacquer
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Instant Gallery

David Wagner - Hollow Form - 6x4.25 in
Arbutus and Bloodwood - WOP
David Wagner - Hollow Form - 3.75x4 in
Maple Burl and Ebonized Holly - Tung Oil

Dennis Houle - Hollow Form
4x8x12 in - Dogwood and
Ebony - WOP

David Wagner - Hollow Form - 4x4 in
Maple Burl and Ebony - Lacquer

Dennis Houle - Bowl - 10x3 in - Chestnut - WOP
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Gary Bergdal - Bowl - 7x1.75 in
Douglas Fir - Tung Oil and Buffed

Jay Mapson - Lidded Bowl with Finial
Maple and Apple - WOP

Gary Bergdal - Bowl - 7x2.75 in
Cherry - Tung Oil and Buffed

Jim Johnson - Hollow Form
6x6.5 in - Quilted Maple - WOP
Jim Johnson - Hollow Form
7x13 in - Maple Burl
Acrylic Paint and WOP

Jay Mapson - Lidded Bowl with Finial
Maple and Indian Rosewood
WOP and CA
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Instant Gallery

John Spitters - Hollow form- 6x8.75 in
Maple Burl - Dye and WOP

John Spitters - Hollow form - 3x4.14 in
Maple Burl - Dye and WOP

John Spitters - Bowl - 13x6 in
Red Alder - Salad Bowl Finish

Keith Hudson - 2.75x9.5 in
Brazilian Rosewood and
Plexiglass - Wax
John Spitters - Hollow form - 4.25x6.25 in
Maple Burl - Dye and WOP
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Instant Gallery

Rob McKay - Top - 2.75x2 in
Cocobolo and Ebony
Larry Stevenson - Hollow
Form - 4.5x8 in - Maple Burl
Antique Oil and Lacquer

Ron Hadar - Pen - Ebony and Jatoba - CA
Larry Stevenson - Olla Form - 9x4.5 in
Figured Maple - Dye and Krylon and Acrylics

Robert Carlson - Bowl with Feet
7.5x3.75 in - Maple - WOP

Robert Carlson - Bowl - 8.75x2.5 in - Maple - Tung Oil
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Classifieds
Wanted

I am looking for willow or poplar (dry or green)
blanks 3”x3” or more in cross section at least 6”
long. Any help would be appreciated.
Murray Mackinnon (604) 986 5746.
Needed
Roger Hawkes of SaltSpring Island is looking for
a used Zyliss vise or parts. Please contact him at
rfhawkes@shaw.ca if you can help him.
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